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Fidget spinners. They're the kind of thing you hate because everyone you see has one, until you buy one. Then you hate it because you can't stop using it. Or maybe you refuse to buy one, but you're very curious what all the hype is about. Or you may not want to buy one because, let's face it, these little innocent-looking
toys can be quite dangerous. Make a coup on how all these people got hurt. Don't worry. The following mobile and web applications are centered around fidget virtual spinners. Some are simulators, and some are real arcade games. In all cases you will have the opportunity to try your hand with this little gadget that took
the world by storm without anyone ever knowing. It will be our little secret. We're not going to say that. Fidget Spinner Web Apps If you're looking to take a break, the following online games will go a long way to helping you get rid of some stress. 1. Fidget Spinner in Agame One of the standard fidget spinner games you'll
see both online and on mobile is where you get a fixed number of finger-flicks to make the fidget spinner go as fast as possible. Depending on the number of total twists, you end up getting gold coins that you can use to upgrade your spinner. You'll need to play this game with a tablet or computer with a touchscreen. 2.
Superspin-io in Poki.com Superspin is a multiplayer game where you go head-to-head against other fidget spinners to collect gems of energy around the board. As he collects gems his fidget spinner gets bigger and the score under his fidget spinner increases. You are able to destroy any fidget spinner with a lower
score than you - but beware of those who are bigger than you! You can play this web game with a mouse, but it's harder to control speed. Instead, use a touchscreen. As you move your finger further away from your fidget spinner, it will go faster. But be careful, because going fast to escape the biggest opponents also
consumes your points. There is a lot of strategy for this game and it is quite addictive! 3. A Fidget Spinner Simulator in fffidget.com Lots of web applications and mobile apps have lots of bells and whistles with scores or other features. Ffffidget is not like that at all. It provides you with a place to go when you just want to fly
a fidget spinner to your heart's content. No scores, no crazy game, and no updates or weird topics. It's just an HD spinner fidget in the middle of the screen. What makes this simulator very different from others is how realistic it is. It seems to follow the rules of physics pretty well. The faster you slip your finger, the faster
the spinner will rotate. But if you accidentally put your finger on it while it's spinning quickly, it will immediately stop just like a real one spinner would. You can rotate in any direction. It looks as basic and simple (like the real fidget spinners), but once you use it you'll see how strangely hypnotic and soothing it is. 4.3D
Fidget Spinner Simulator at Kongregate Over Over Kongregate, you'll discover a 3D fidget simulator unlike any other you've seen. This one doesn't put a fidget spinner on the screen in flat 2D mode for you to flick with your finger. Instead it literally simulates that you have a fidget spinner. Scrolling around the mouse on
the screen allows you to change the perspective angle. When you press the left mouse button, you will see that the simulated hand on the left passes the fidget's finger and spins. Do it often and the spinner will start spinning quickly. Get your time wrong, and the spinner will slow down or come to a complete stop. Press
any of the icons in the room at the top of the screen to change the background image. It's a bit weird, and I don't understand the point. But I also couldn't stop playing with this 3D simulator. It's strangely addictive. Fidget Spinner Mobile Apps Next, we examine the best Android spinner fidget apps and their nearest iOS
equivalents. Keep in mind that almost all of the free mobile apps below are free because they have ads. However, we avoided suggesting apps that request access to files or media on your mobile phone, as this really shouldn't be necessary for an app like this. We've also avoided apps with excessive ads. 5. Fidget
Spinner Simulator from ChuChu Mobile Like the Web-based Fidget Spinner app for Agame above, a long list of mobile games follow the same format. One of these is a ChuChu Mobile app that features a fidget spinner on a Minecraft fund. You get a fixed number of finger bumps to make the fidget spinner spinner spin as
fast as possible. The more twists you get, the more coins you will earn. Coins give you additional improvements and features as you progress in the game. Download: Fidget Spinner Simulator on Android (Free) Download: Fidget Spinner for iOS (Free) 6. Neon Fidget Spinner by Ace Applications Another game that is a
variation on the same concept is Neon Fidget Spinner by Ace Applications. The theme of the game is totally different, though – it's like game throne for fidget spinners. The same idea applies: Swipe across the screen as fast as you can within the allowed time limit. Once time is running out, the longer your spinner turns,
the more coins you receive. Download: Neon Fidget Spinner on Android (free) Download: Neon Spinner on iOS (free) [No longer available] 7. Tiny Fidget Spinner by Game Pro Studio Another version of this is Tiny Fidget Spinner, one of the best-run games of this strain. While other games require you to tap a specific
area on the screen or slide a certain side of the fidget spinner on the screen, this app lets you swipe anywhere. What I like about this is that you can hold your phone in one hand, and swipe the top left corner of the with your thumb. This allows you to quickly slide and earn more points. As with the other game, they
accumulate these points and use them to improve their fidget spinner. Download: Tiny Fidget Spinner on Android (free) Download: Super Fidget Hand Spinner on iOS (free) 8. Fidget Spinner Spinner Collector Pixelcube Studios Forget about fidget spinner simulators or simple games that only involve swipe. These are
bound to get a little boring after a while. A more dynamic fidget-themed game is Fidget Spinner Collector. The game is quite simple, but it is also extremely addictive. All you have to do is drag similarly colored fidget-spinners together to clear them from the board. As time progresses in the game, the new fidget spinners
show up faster and fill the slots on the board. Your job is to slide and wipe out these spinners as soon as you can and keep the board as clear as possible. Over time, new spinners (and a wider variety of colors) will begin to appear faster on the board. Let's see if you can keep up! Download: Fidget Spinner Collector on
Android (Free) Download: Fidget Spinner - Color Match Game on iOS [Broken URL Removed] (Free) 9. Fidget Spinner Battle for CookApps 106 If you like multiplayer head-to-head battles, then you'll love Fidget Spinner Battle. The concept of this game is almost identical to Superspin. You need to collect gems to earn
points so you can upgrade your spinner. Avoid bumping into spinners who have more energy than you because you're going to lose the battle and get destroyed. The secret to doing well is to keep track of where the feeding blocks are. Even if you are mid-battle and your energy level is below that of your opponent,
picking up a fast feed block can give you only the advantage you need to destroy your opponent. Stay close to these feeding blocks, or at least remember how to get there quickly. This is a seriously fun way to burn a few hours of stress. Download: Fidget Spinner Battle on Android | iOS (Free) 10. Lisa Games' Fidget
Spinner Break Bricks If you really like strategy arcade games, I have a surprise for you. Fidget Spinner Break Bricks is a completely new take on bubble pop-up games that were so popular a few years ago. As the blocks fall in this game, play close to the numbers in the blocks. That's how many times you have to hit the
blocks with the fidget spinners you're shooting. It seems impossible that you were just launching a fidget spinner, but you're actually throwing to many. Each turn, you get an additional one to launch. The secret here is not to play the game as you used to play popping bubble games. You should not shoot directly at the
blocks, but instead as horizontally towards the walls as possible. Like all your fidget spinners bounce from left to right from wall to wall, they hit the blocks many times. Over time you will have a whole swarm of fidget spinners bouncing from side to side and hitting the blocks many times. This is an intense strategy game
that will require you to really think about how to put each Download: Fidget Spinner Break Bricks on Android (Free) Download: Sky Break on iOS (Free) Why Do You Like Fidget Spinners? While the science behind the real benefits of fidget spinners is still out, they are a fun form of meditation meditation You need to get
your mind out of work or other stressful ones. And if you can't or won't buy a fidget spinner present, all games and simulators listed above can serve the same purpose. It's up to you how you want to use them. Do you own a fidget spinner and it works for you? Do you play fidget spinner games online or mobile? Share
your own tips in the comments section below! Telegram removed hundreds of channels calling for violence While public channels can be moderated, private chats are untouchable. Related Topics Games free relaxation games about author Ryan Dube (957 published articles) More from Ryan Dube Dube
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